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East night enemy aircraft made a prolonged attack on a town in the
West of England. Considerable damage was done to buildings by high
explosive bombs and by fire o All the fires have been brought under

control.

A number of people were killed and others injured, but it is not

anticipated that the total will be very high.

Bombs were also dropped in other parts of the country., hut the

damage caused was and no casualties have "been reported.
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FLASH

It is learnt in London that last night Royal Air Force bombers again
made a concentrated attack on Bremen. Mary large fires were left burning.
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HOME ON ONE ENGINE

During a raid on Germany the other night, the pilot of one of our heavy
bombers had to struggle back home on one engine, but not before he managed to bcmb

an alternative target near Cologne.

The engine began to fail when he was at a height of 9,000 feet. As the pilot

said, ’’the radiator temperature indicator went right off the clock, and clouds of

white smoke came from the starboard engine.

”1 throttled back, but there roust have been some leak into the exhaust. Then

I throttled forward, and that caused more white smoke and flames,”

Running on quarter throttle and coming down to 8,000 feet, the pilot dropped
his bombs and incendiaries before turning round and setting course for home.

Soon after this the aircraft began to lose height rapidly, and at 7,000 feet

the starboard engine cut out completely, with the airscrew locked solid.

Happily, the port engine was running smoothly, but height was still being

although extra pressure was put on the good engine.

The speed indicator only showed 90 miles an hour, and after struggling against
disaster for half an hour, the captain decided that the aircraft could not get back

to its base.

Course was therefore set for the nearest point on the English, coast.

As it limped home, the aircraft dropped steadily and was down to s>ooo feet less

than an hour after the trouble began. The crew jettisoned flare floats, and other z

movable tilings, but even that was not enough, for the aircraft was still being pulled
relentlessly to eartho The worst was to come.

Enemy searchlights picked it up and the tail gunner replied with some bursts.
Then the crew jettisoned their spare ammunition but the damaged aircraft offered an

easy target.

Nevertheless it was making some progress towards home. From 3,000 feet the

crew sighted the islands off the Dutch coast, and again they were held by searchlights.
The tail gunner fired back aw best he could with his remaining ammunition, although
the firing control was unserviceable.

Meanwhile the wireless operator was busy with his instruments, and the navigator
established the position. They could not even hold the aircraft at 5,000 feet.- Over
the sea it drifted down ominously, and after having flown for nearly two hours,fighting
all the time, the captain decided to jettison every movable object in the bomber.

The tail gunner dismantled his precious guns and threw them overboard; the last
round of ammunition from the front turret also went the same way. The captain jockeyed
his aircraft along, and had the tail gunner standing by the dinghy.

Altitude was now 2,500 feet, and, with everything gone to lighten the aircraft,,
the English coast was made. Then another 500 feet were lost and to make matters

worse the rudder bias was not working well o

By now the aircraft was in touch with several ground stations and the pilot was

at last guided by their signals to a safe haven. At ten minutes to five in the

morning, after more than three and a half hour’s struggle, the bomber was at 1,500
feet, but there was an aerodrome below. Now they lost height willingly enough as they
circled round the flying field and got permission to land.

It was not a moment too soon, for just before the bomber touched down the port
engine cut out. A safe landing was made, and the battle was over.

lt* s amazing what "these kites will do”,- said the wn ng commander,”
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BRITAIN 5 S TRADE IN THE V/AR.

by the President of the Board of Trade.

Following is the script of a talk to be broadcast to Canada and the

United States at 2.30 a.m. on Sunday, January by the Rt.Hon.Oliver

Lyttleton, M.P., President of the Board of Trade
o

NOTE:- This is the first occasion upon which a President of the Board

of Trade has broadcast to North America., Transmission is

through one hundred commercial stations in the United States and

to Canada through the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. The

broadcast is also heard by short-wave listeners in the United

States and Canada Q

The Trade of a country at war is another Army, This Army must be mobilised,
trained, deployed; it must defend our lives, but above all it must attack the enemy.

Lord Beatty made a signal in the last war during a naval battle - “Keep close

to the enemy"« This command is in all cur minds in England*

The duties of the Board of Trade in peace time are to help the private trader;
to foster international trade; to promote industry® Now we have one thought only,
that our trade should help us to win the war®

In the 20th century international trade is woven into a huge tapestry. It is

impossible, in a short time, to trace many of the threads which make it up or to

examine many of the patterns in detail® But there are one or two outlines in the

whole picture which stand out, and which the war has thrown into relief. Let me

discuss two of them, the first the picture in war-time of Great Britain as a buyer,
and the second of Great Britain as a seller®

Turning to the first of these, Great Britain as a buyer, there is one arresting
fact. It is this. The principal market for the cotton and* grain,meat and coffee,
copper and nickel, which is not consumed or used in the American continent, is this

small' island which is less than twice the size of the State of New York. I say

principal market because,of course, there are other important cutlets in the British

Dominions and Colonies and in the countries of our' Allies, such as Portugal, Turkey,
Greece and Egypt. Nevertheless, it is a startling fact that Great Britain herself,
which is now in the front line of the war, is far and away the most important buyer
and consumer of these export surpluses*

A commercial situation such as this has never heen seen before and I feel is

never likely to be seen again. It is true that Napoleon sought to found what he

called a “Continental System"® Under that System no imports were to be brought into
the Continent of Europe from outside

?
but in those days the warp and woof of

international trade were not so closely knit;. countries were not so dependent upon
one another, modem industry, as we know it, did not exist® Moreover, Napoleon
failed to enforce his system® To-day nothing substantial reaches the vast
territories over which Nazi power sprawls and v.hich it is draining like a leech.

This is not only because the British Navy stands in the way, hut also because

the peoples of the United States and her neighbours are determined not to put
weapons and other means for carrying on war into the hands of our enemies.

I have said that these islands are in the front line® It has "become a common-

place phrase, hut from time to time its naked truth is home in upon our minds. It
was home in upon us last Sunday nighty and although today? looking across the

/Thames
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Thames from my’.’vdhdow here'/ the cutlines of London still seem strangely unchanged,
nevertheless, we know that many of the monuments erected by the piety of our fore-

fathers, many of the monuments in which the traditions of our race and yours were

enshrined,’are. now a smouldering testimonial to Nazi ideas of a New Europe.

But from this I would not like you to think that the power and the need of these

islands to consume many of the materials and commodities which the Americans are

willing to sell, is not very great® lam referring particularly to those commodities

other than munitions.

We are still importing goods to the value of nearly-three hundred million

dollars a month and have so far been able to pay for them entirely with our own

Vie shall try, in every way that we can, not to inflict more economic

harm upon , those countries who rely upon us for their export market than is necessary.
But to go on buying we must create balances abroad; and that leads me to the second

broad picture - Great Britain as a seller®

We can still export and are doing so c
You may ask how a country at grips

with a relentless enemy can draft large numbers of men into the Navy, the Axmy and

the Air Force, can turn over many of its peacetime industries to the manufacture of

aeroplanes, guns, tanks and the apparatus of war, can supply the civil population.with
their necessities and at the same time can produce a surplus for export.

It is a hard question, and it needed a hard answer. The answer is that it can

only be done by the civilian population doing without - doing without not only its

luxuries and comforts, but also without many things which our standard of life has led

us to regard as necessities®

This is the stern policy which the Board of Trade and, of course, the Ministiy of

Food, liave ‘to impose. Over the whole field for instance, of retail trade which in "

this country has an annual sale value' of eight thousand million we have

decreed the most severe restrictions® ■

It isn’t merely a matter of the rationing of raw materials. We have put manu-

facturers and wholesalers on a schedule which permits them only a small proportion of

their normal home sales® In some trades sales are limited to a half, in others to a

third, and in other luxury trades permitted sales are done to a quarter of normal..
Remember what this means®

Not only has the civilian population of these Islands to endure air attack, to

provide the Civil Defence Services, to guard against fire, high explosives and gas,-
to repair damage, but they must also pull in their belts, do without many of the

things to which they are accustomed and to which I say, judged by their courage and

steadfastness, they are entitled, in order that yet another force - our export trade -

may be deployed and thrust into the battle o

The United States of America is helping this country to aim herself, and in a way
which no-one here will ever forgets But I should like to say that there are other

ways in which you as individuals can help us still more. If you continue to buy and

even to increase your demands for those British goods which you have been accustomed

to take and which, I believe, you like to take, such things as woollens and worsteds,
cottons and linens, leather goods, pottery glass, I am sure you will get value for

your money - you will certainly get delivery - and you will be helping us yet again to

bring the whole of our national resources to bear to win the war, and to win it quickly.

Yes; the export trade is one of the weapons with which we are fighting. When,
as I know you have, you put up the motto ”Buy British” in your shop-window, I don’t

want you to imagine that you are filling the pockets of British merchants. You are

putting into the sky an aeroplane, and we will man it with the best we have.

I find it impossible to talk of trade without saying something about the future

after the war® Many people will ask: how can the world ever recover from the vast

expenditure that is being poured out upon weapons of destruction, from the closing
down of a large part of its peace-time industries, from the colossal pyramid of debt

which is being built up daily and hourly - I would like to pronounce my firm faith on

this subjecte

/it is
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It is this - those who ask such a question are taking too gloomy and I think

too old fashioned a view of the future,, \

-

■- We must' think in terms of this century of to-day and to-morrow. Up till almost
the middle'"of the eighteenth century industrial and economic development the world

over 1 was very slow and- I would assert that few have yet realised that since then the

power of the modern world to reproduce wealth has grown at an every hurrying rate,
it has been enormously accelerated since Isoo, since Is3o, since i 935= One invention,
one new product, can off-set by itself alone all the wa. te of a great war like this.

I once made'a■calculation which seemed to show that all the losses in money of

all the belligerents in the last war had been made up by the development of one

process - flotation - in the mining industry, a process which has put at the disposal
of mankind undreamed of reserves both of precious and ir lustrial metals.

Think also of the growth of the electrical industry t .the development' of

artificial silk and other fabrics, of the strides made br the. chemical industry,
of the vast new range of products opened up by the manufacture of plastics; think

of the automobile and the radio® ’

No, our problems are not those of how to produce wea. th, but of how to exchange
it. Face the modem business man with a demand for some- hing which is continuous

enough, insistent enough and' large enough, and he can supply it at prices which put
it,'or which should put it, within the reach of almost everyone.

That demand, large, continuous, insistent, is going- to be there after the war®

The peoples of the down-trodden, and devastated countries of the world will be .
hungry not merely for food, bat for homes, for transport, for equipment, for

comforts: and-they will look, and look rightly not merely foi what they had before,
but they will have the eagerness of those whose needs have beers, stifled for so

long.

Y/e must, once for all, see to it that there is no scarcity a.inidst plenty*
You - .and.;we, the United States of America and the British Empire, can together,-solve
this, simple but"long elusive problem® . ' •

Given liberty, freedom from fear, pea..e, we shall yet amase ourselves by the

speed- at which we can rebuild that which is now being so busily- destroyed*

BOARD OF TRADE.
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CANADA’S FIGHTERS IN THE R.A.F.

The R.A.F.’s Canddian Squadron has passed the 100 mark.

This is the story of an R.A.F. Fighter Squadron. It is a typical
squadron of eight-gun fighters,, perhaps a little more successful than some of

its neighbours. It has bred a few war "aces" and its "bag" of enemy aircraft

is over 100. But the pilots would tell you that this is because they have

been lucky-lucky to be in the front line when the fight was thickest; lucky
to be sent to France to gain early experience of the Germans and their tactics;

lucky to be stationed in southern England when the enemy launched his big
daylight attacks on the capital; lucky to have such a squadron leader

They call them the —’’ All Canadians" but this is a little misleading.
When they were placed on the operational list some 12 months ago the title was

justified-all the pilots came from the Dominion. Now, although the soft

Canadian voice is till a number of English pilots are also to be

found in the squadron* Together they fly in defence of Britain, helping to

sweep the skies clear of German protecting British cities and factories,
Britain’s shores and countryside*

The part they played in smashing the daylight "B>litz" on London will long
be remembered when other great deeds are forgotten. "We just happened to be

abound when J erry was there", smiled the "All Canadians" " and that’s about all
there is to it."

The "All Canadian" Squadron was formed at a Yorkshire aerodrome and it’s
members first took the air together in their Hurricanes towards the end of
1939® Like many other fighter they had a lean time in those early
days. They went up on patrol, got the feel of their machines, but they seldom
had a chance of using their guns. Then they were ordered to France. Action

at last, Every man was keen to " have a crack" at the eneny and they did not

have 16ng to wait. They were attached to anoth^?squadron of Hurricanes and

together they battled with Heinkels, Messerschmitts and Dorniers over French
and German soil,

How many eneny machines they shot down will never officially be known,
for in the evacuation their records were lost. It was a great disappointment
for them to have to return to this > country, but this was by no means the last
the Hun had seen of them over France. The squadron went back to fight over the

beaches of Dunkirk and the Hun was not pleased, for many of his bombers and

fighters were sent crashing into land and sea by the guns of the -’’All Canadians".

A conservative figure of 30 has been given as the approximate number
of enemy planes shot down by the squadron in the whole of their operations
over France and the Low Countries

f but the actual total is probably many more.
In a single engagement near Dunkirk they destroyed seven German fighters
without loss to themselves and in another combat their ’’bag" was five dive-
bombers and three figthers.

/ Back
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Back in England, while Goering was making his preparations for a gigantic air

attack on Great Britain, the squadron had to content themselves with shooting down

a few lone raiders off the East and South-East Coasts„ It was good practice and

helped the pilots to keep their hands in for the.bigger business which was to follow.

By this time the "All Canadians” had a new squadron leader* His name was Bader

- Squadron-Leader D.R.S. Bader, the legless pilot, whose gallantry and leadership
was later to win him the D.S.O.

Squadron-Leader Bader had had an extraordinary career in the R.A.F. Soon

after he was commissioned he lost both legs in a crash and was invalided from the

service. Metal limbs were substituted and he used them so skilfully that on the

outbreak of war he was again accepted for flying duties. His superb leadership has
been largely responsible for the squadron’s success over this country. A fearless

fighter, he has led his men into battles in which the odds have been overwhelmingly
against them and has brought them through with flying colours.

On© of the first of the "All Canadians" famous patrols was on August Jl, They
were in the air from just 52 minutes and in that time they destroyed eight
Messerschmitt 110 fighter-bombers and three Heinkel 111 bombers, as well as finishing
off a fourth Heinkel which had already been attacked and damaged by another squadron.
All the Hurricanes returned safely.

That battle was over Essex - against a formation of between 70 and 100 enemy
machines. Bader brought his men back with not so much as a bullet-hole in a single
Hurricane to show that they had been in battle.

But their best fights were over the streets of London. On one September day
they met the enemy as they were approaching the Thames and chased them up the river
from London Bridge to Hammersmith, shooting down three Dornier bombers, three

fighter-bombers and four fighters. Another day they spoiled things for a raiding
force over East London and in the chase back to the coast they shot down twelve of

the enemy.

On September 15, when the R. A.F. again saved London and shot down, with the

help of the anti-aircraft guns, 185 of the raiders, the "All Canadians" made two
sorties - and got six victims each time.

In the morning they ohajed the enemy from Hammersmith to Beachy Head and their

afternoon battle was fought over the Thames Estuary.

And so the battle of London went on. The issue was never in doubt - the more

aircraft Goering flung into the attack the more our fighters shot down - bombers,
fighter-bombers, and Messerschmitt fighters - they all suffered the same fate. The

"All Canadians” score continued to mount* In the end even Goering must have

realised that he was beaten. London life went on- and still goes on - in its noimal

way. And Londoners are conscious of the debt they owe to the "All Canadians” and
all the other R.A.F. squadrons who fight in their defenceo

The days are quieter now - the first phase of the war in the air is over but

if ever the Germans attempt to repeat their tactics of last September, they will
find the ’’All Canadians” and their fellow squadrons ready to deal with them no

less faithfully than before.
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FLASH*

It is learned that an enemy aircraft was
shot down into the English Channel during daylight
this morning*
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THAT WICKED BRITISH EMPIRE.’

Under this heading an American has prepared the following 16 points

1.. It insisted on settling the ALABAMA Claims by arbitration.

2, It followed the same vain policy in 1895 about VENEZUELA.

J., It gave the defeated BOERS so crafty a peace that the poor deluded fools

fought to stay inside the Bap ire only a decade later..

4*. Its leaders rashly warned the VERSAILLES Peace Conference of the danger
of harsh terms to Germany.

5* It cruelly gave SOUTHERN IRELAND ’’Dominion Status”, shown by this war to

mean complete independence.

6. It stupidly presented INDIA with economic independence, so that India now

excludes British goods by a stiff hostile tariff and by bounties upon
Indian production.

7* It had possession of EGYPT and IRAK and bungled things so badly that both

are now free.

8* In the OTTAWA Agreement, which shut Germany out of some of its markets/ it
had the presumption to copy our protective tariff wall.

9* It offers INDIA self-government as soon as Hindu and Moslem will come to a

working agreement*

10* It treated the ARABS so brutally that, the minute war broke out/ the Arabs
took advantage of a preoccupied Britain to make a truce with the Palestinian
Jews.

11. It still has a NAIVE FAITH in Religion, Democracy, and the Rights of

Minorities.

12. It is deluded enough to think RIGHT-AT-A-DISTANCE worth defending

13*. It has not the wit to shoot, or at least imprison, its CONSCIENTIOUS
OBJECTORS. In many cases they are carrying on at their old jobs.,

It missed its chance to close down PARLIAMENT. The windbag institution is

still functioning..

lt is so simple that it tells the truth about its LOSSES IN AIR

as our own observers in Britain testify,

It refuses to use naval bases in EIRE, which had been in its hands for
centuries and which would be an enormous help against U-boats and raiders.
It allows a vital part of its tiny islands to contract out of any struggle
for survival, because Eire wishes it. It swears to its own hurt and

changes not..

The writer adds these notes of exclamation ;-

What a country.’

No wonder Dr. Goebbels gibes at it.’

STRY OF INFORMATION.
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In certain circumstances the men working ii bomb craters have to be

supplied with half a pint of milk a day. The milk is a medicine for them, not
a luxury; indeed one of them declared indignan ly that he had not tasted milk
for ten years© It is an antidote for gas-poisoning© Escaping gas is only one

of the difficulties with which these men have to deal.

There is hardly a main road in the country without a cable laid somewhere
beneath ih surface. In the largest towns, where the long distance and the local
cables converge towards the telephone exchanges, up to 100 different cables -

some containing as many as 2800 separate wires in each cable - lie buried below

one road. And remember that in towns these will be intermingled with gas, water,
electricity, sewer and other services - services which do not mix well when

damaged by a bomb.

What happens when a bomb falls on a road?

At the principal centres of the Engineering Testing Staff, manned day and

night, there is apparatus with which an electrical test can be made to find the

place where the fault is. A gang is sent out and their first job, where a cable

is damaged, is to lay a length of nevi cable long enough to replace the damaged
portion. The damaged cable is then cut away and the new piece jointed-in at

both ends* The same operation is, of course, repeated for every cable damaged
in the crater.

This is what jointing a cable entails., A telephone service differs from any
other service in that, whereas tilings like electricity, water, and gas have to

connect an individual pipe or wire from a house, say, to a main in a road, the

telephone service has to provide an individual and separate connection for each

subscriber all the way from his house to the exchange. Thus, the repair of a

telephone cable may involve the joining up of a length containing 2800 wires and

the making correctly of $6OO seperate connections, each of which may have to be

tested individually to identify it. But this isn’t all® Each wire is insulated

by means of a paper wrapping which must be kept absolutely dry - a trace of water

would make the cable useless for telephoning. So where there is flooding the

jointing often becomes a race against tins. Yet, in spite of this as well as

possible danger from gas, more bombs, and anti-aircraft fire, the intricate job
must be done with painstaking thoroughness© The man who does it must have not only

courage, but the ability to sit tight and go on working and concentrating over a

period of hours in a cramped space among dirt and debris. Yet the time of jointing
a large telephone cable has been reduced froma peace time 72 hours to 48 hours

in wartime, and there is never any difficulty in getting volunteers.

I’ve mentioned courage in the face of danger. Sometimes the danger is there

when the men don’t knew ite In one case repairs had been pressed on hurriedly
for several days when one of the men did a bit of digging to find out what the

hard object was on which he kept treading. It was just covered with earth in

the floor of the cavity. It turned out to be a heavy unexploded bomb,

One final personal remark. Whenever I get depressed about any bomb-damage
done here,, it always cheers me up to hear of our bombers over Germany, Then I

visualise the horrid mixture of gas ? water, sewerage, electricity, and telephone
wir®with which the Germans are having to deal.

GENERAL POST OFFICE
IHil—ii Mi dll Hl- M
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AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE.

The industrial area of Bremen was attacked in good visibility
last night by aircraft of Bomber Command. The target was repeatedly
hit by bombs of large and medium calibre and many incendiaries were

dropped;

Eighteen red fires were observed, four of which were large, and
so many white fires that their number could not be counted. Aircraft
arriving later on the scene found the target area a sea of flame.

One of our aircraft drove off and damaged a twin-engined enemy

fighter which sought to interfere.

Other targets in enemy and enemy occupied territory were also

attacked.

From these operations one of our aircraft is missing.
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A gift of pure gold has been sent by the Governor of Free French

Cameroons to the British Consul general at Duala for the purchase of the

Spitfire to be named ’’Cameroon Francais”.

The gift comes from the European and native people of this loyal
French colony©

The' Minister of Aircraft Production, Lord Beaverbrook, in expressing
the joy and gratitude with which the gift has been received in this

cxjuntryP says:

’’The generous people of this French colonial territory malic a

valuable contribution to the common armoury of freedom, Their gift not

only brings new strength to the squadrons they admire but also gives the

assurance that the spirit of France will arouse the might of France in

glorious resurrection®

”It will now be our proud task to dispatch a Spitfire named.

’Cameroon Franoais” to the battle line.

And cur two nations will rejoice in its victories over the

cannon enemy©”

MINISTRY OU' AIRCWT PRODUCTION.
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REBATES ON TELEPHONE RENTALS.

London telephone subscribers whose service was lost in the fire

raid on the City will not be charged rental for the period they were

deprived of the use of their lines.

’’There is no need to apply for these rebates”, said a nost

Office official today, "We are keeping careful records of the number

of days that subscribers’ lines are out of use, and deductions from

the accounts are being made automatically.

’’Rebates are also being allowed where the use of the installation
had to cease before the actual damage occurred, as, for instance, in

cases where there were unexnloded bombs near-by.

"Where, after damage to his premises, a subscriber subsequently
resumes telephone service either at the same or at another address we

shall, not make any charge for re-connection. No claims, either, will

be made in respect of any telephone apparatus damaged or lost by enemy

action.

’’Despite the severity of the raid more than 20,000,000 local and

over 300,000 toll and trunk calls are being put through the London

exchanges every week, This is only a small percentage less than in

peace time”.

GENERAL POST OFFICE.
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CAIRO COMMUNIQUE

BARDIA; By yesterday evening our troops had penetrated the

centre defences of Bardia to a depth of two miles
on a frontage of nine miles.
The attack was carried out with great dash by the

Australians, whose casualties have been comparatively
light.
Operations are successfully continuing.

On the Sudan frontier our artillery and patrols
have again "been active.

MILITARY AFFAIRS

(MINISTRY OF INFORMATION)
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AIR MINISTRY NO. 268
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MIDDLE EAST COMMUNIQUE.

In support of the army attack on Bardia, bomber aircraft
of the R.A.F. continued constant raids throughout the night of

January 2/3 and yesterday. Dive attacks were made on the town,
many tons of bombs being released, and extensive damage was

caused.

Tobruk and El Gazala were also heavily raided,

At Tobruk during last night bombs fell on military buildings
causing a number of large fires followed by explosions. One

Italian seaplane was shot down into the sea in flames by our

bombers.

At Martuba, during two attacks on the landing ground, three

enemy aircraft were destroyed on the ground by a direct hit.

Our fighters maintained constant patrol and one of our

aircraft intercepted five S79*s twenty miles from Rasuenna and

shot down three of themo Other enemy aircraft were damaged.

On other fronts reconnaissance flights were carried out,
but there is nothing of importance to report. All our aircraft,
with the exception of one bomber, returned safely.
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Air Ministry News Serviceo

RAID ON BREMEN,

Last night’s attack on Bremen by aircraft of the Bomber Command was very

destructive. In the words of one pilot, the fires "lit up Bremen and showed

the shape of the whole town,”

Again and again the pilots’ reports say that "many fires and explosions were

seen" but even those that are very familiar with these records of our bombers’

successes will be stirred by "direct hits in centre of target area seen by all

aircraft", "smoke up to 9000 feet,” "fires increased each time a bomb fell,"
"twenty very big fires within a single square mile”, "started thirty scattered

fires”, "fifty fires counted", "fires too many to count”. One pilot who was

over the town towards the end of the attack was so impressed by the extraordinary
scene below that he compared Bremen to "a gigantic illuminated Christmas tree,"

The raids began early in the evening, the first aircraft arriving soon after

7 o’clock, and it took our bombers no more than three hours to do all this

damage; the last was away shortly after ten. Many aircraft began their journey
in weather as bad as winter can make it and with no break in the low cloud until

they came to the Dutch coast. But on the rest of the journey, pilots reported
the weather "clearer” over Holland, “good" over Germany, and "perfect” over

Bremen itself.

The night was so clear that one pilot could see very plainly, from a height
of 10,000 feet, two ships in the Hunte-Ems Canal, It was only when dense black

smoke began to roll over the town and the spreading fires began to blur the

outline of factories and dockyards that our pilots had any difficulty in

recognising their

Bremen, a great industrial centre as well as the second largest seaport in

Germany offers a large -variety of targets* The dockyards, naval base, and

ship-building yards were once again attacked, and our bombers also hit factories,
warehouses, railways and goods yards* As well as incendiaries they dropped
many of the larger high explosive bombs, which were so destructive in their

effects that even the crews of the aircraft flying high could see the debris flung
up by the explosions*

One of the largest factory buildings in the city was ablaze from end to end,
there were violent explosions, distinct from the bursting of bombs, on a goods-
yard; a fire ran along the main railway line and rapidly spread towards the

river; and in some industrial districts the general conflagration finally
obscured all detail and nothing could be seen but a swirling mass of flame*
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,IR MINISTRY NO. 2691.

AIR MINISTRY AND MINISTRY OP HOME SECURITY
COMMUNIQUE

Reports received since the last communique was

issued show that during last night* s enemy attacks on

this country a small number of persons were killed and

others injured by bombs which fell at one point in the

London area#

Enemy air activity over this country today has
been confined to one or two attacks by single aircraft
near the east and south east coasts. In one of these

bombs were dropped on a Knnt coast town causing some

damage and casualties.

Last night an enemy bomber was shot down by anti
aircraft fire.

During today two enemy aircraft, have "been shot

down into the sea off the south coast*

One of our fighters is missing*
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’’BRISTOL VENTURE” SPITFIRE

The Minister of Aircraft Production acknowledges with
gratitude the following gifts towards the purchase of aircraft!

■W• ■; -'■ . '' ■ : . r ■ : ■•' ’ -vie . ■ ■f tb ■
Pupils of Brhemore Public School, £ ; s*"d*

(The result of a school concert - towards

. a Spitfire) .. 0 o 9 <,» e . 6* 5*

Staff and Pupils of Rangoon Government High • •>; ’
-

School. (further contribution towards the purchase
of fighter ammunition 'for ‘the Burma Squadron • 20.0. 0

Matron and nurses of Swain Street, Leicester *• 50.0. 0
Ordnance personnel of Northern Command India/ 0

Breconshire Spitfire Pund Q •.....5,000*0. 0

Bristol Industries, Ltd, (to be called . M 1 • -

n The Bristol Venturer’)**s,2so*o* 0
W'W'TW- . 1;:

.... ....

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
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FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE IN KENT

Foot and. mouth disease has today "been confirmed, among cattle at

Dymchurch, Kent. The movement, except by licence, of cattle, sheep,
pigs, goats and. deer within approximately fifteen miles of the infected

premises is prohibited.

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE.
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SPECIAL CAIRO COMMUNIQUE.

BARDIA:- Operations are proceeding satisfactorily and over

8,000 prisoners are now in our hands.

Military Affairs

Ministry of Information
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MINISTRY OF -INFORMATION.

NEffS BULLETIN N0 e 237.

LAST MINUTE APPLICATIONSPOR RATION BOOKS.

Some people who have not yet got their ration books may be making last minute

applications. The Ministry of Food wishes to impress upon them that when calling at

their Local Food Office, they should bring with them their identity cards and their

old ration books. Unless this is done much time may be wasted in verifying
particulars; - Ministry of Food. M.0.1. 1.

FARMING CENSUS IN ULSTER.

As part of the scheme for the complete mobilization of its agricultural
resources in the war effort, Ulster is this month to conduct another farming census.

Members of the Royal Ulster Constabulary will visit every farmhouse to obtain

information about the utilization of land, the area under certain crops, the quantity
of potatoes, the quantity of silage made last year, the numbers of paid workers, of

certain agricultural machinery, and live stock*

Farmers are obliged to supply the desired information. Ulster hopes to increase

substantially the amount of its surplus food supplies for Great Britain.
Dominions and Colonial Offices Press Section. M.o»I. 2,

HOP-PICKERS SUBSCRIBE FOR SPITFIRES.

The Minister of Aircraft Production acknowledges with gratitude the following
gifts towards the purchase of aircraft

£ s. d.

Dallington (Sussex) Hop-pickers ............... 3 4 0
West African Students’ Union 4 0 0

Village of Dallington (Sussex) .. 37 6 0

Miss Mayor, Cambridge (towards a Spitfire) ...... 50 0 0

The Charing Spitfire Fund, Kent 163 0 0

Village of East Bergholt, Suffolk ......... ... 210 0 0

Ministry of Aircraft Production. M. d.I,

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER.

Mr* Nicholas E.H* Davenport has been appointed by the Board of Trade as public
relations officer on the Limitation of Supplies Orders.

Mr* Davenport is a well-known writer on economic subjects.
Board of Trade. M.P.I. 41

CASH AND COMFORTS FROM COOK ISLANDS.

No whit behind the rest of the Empire in practical patriotism is the small white

and native community, numbering about 12,000, of the Cook Islands, a dependency of
New Zealand.

Rarotonga, Atiu, and Aitutaki began to send monetary contributions to New
Zealand in support of the general effort early in the war, and £299 has now been

received from the smaller islands of Mauke, Mitiara, and Magaia. Knitted woollen

comforts for New Zealand soldiers have also been supplied.
Issued by Colonial Office Press Section. M.0.1-. 5*
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